
Vertical Mill

Centerless Grinder

Vertical and Horizontal Lathes

High precision, high quality centerless, cylindrical, ID, vertical, and universal 
grinders at a value-based price that are automation and gauge-ready.

Cylindrical Grinder

Automated Lathe

Wire EDM
Multi-functional precision turning machines and turning centers focusing on innovative, 
process-optimized system solutions with integrated automation. Among the world’s top 
suppliers for automotive manufacturers, their sub-suppliers and other companies of the 
metal working industry.

Automated Lathes

Wire EDM machines designed to achieve high tolerance accuracy for 
demanding applications and surface finishing. Japanese-designed and 
manufactured with automation capabilities.

Diverse line of bridge mills, vertical machining centers and four-plus-one trunnion-
style mills using computer-aided manufacturing for the production of quality spare 
parts and accessores.

Simple 2-axis and 3-axis slant bed (box way) automated lathes for high volume parts.
Korean-built OEM machine tools with a full line of CNC lathes for job shop and 
production industries. Built for speed, performance, and efficiency.

CALL US FOR YOUR MACHINING AND GRINDING SOLUTIONS. 317.346.0463

DMC



Heartland Machine and Engineering is a full service machine 
tool distributor providing sales, service, engineering, and 
automation to customers in the Midwest region and is the 
exclusive North American distributor of Palmary grinders. 
No other company offers the same level of advanced 
technology, product knowledge, engineering experience, 
customer sales relationships, or quality service as Heartland.

Heartland’s sales team and engineers use a collaborative 
approach to selling and engineering services. Both teams 
assess customer needs and expectations prior to the sale, 
and they work together during product ordering to ensure 
order accuracy and customer satisfaction. Product service 
and performance promises are also a joint committment 
after the sale and during installation. Heartland promises 
a 24-hour response time for customer service requests, 
ensuring the shortest production down-time for customers.

HeartlandME.com

2848 Graham Road 
Franklin, IN 46131

760 McPherson Park Drive 
Howell, MI 48843

Corporate Office Michigan Office

Product Line-Up

Heartland Machine offers automation and robotics 
integration that meet the unique design needs of diverse 
manufacturing applications. We offer robotics expertise 
provided by FANUC, Motoman, ABB, and Vision systems 
that can be customized for the automotive, medical, 
aerospace, military, agriculture, and other industries.

Automation & Custom Engineering

Samsung Machine
Engineering Company

Korean company with a diverse line of heavy duty, high 
performance CNC turning, vertical machining, and tapping centers 
for automotive, aerospace, semi-conductor, and robot industries.

Vertical, Horizontal, 5-Axis 
Machining Centers

CNC Lathes and 
Machining Centers

A full line of Japenese-built CNC horizontal, vertical and 5-axis 
machining centers designed to be highly rigid and accurate with 
the speed, quality and adaptability for high production automotive 
machining environments.

The Heartland Advantage

For service, contact Service@HeartlandME.com
or text/call to 812.447.2695.

317.346.0463 248.653.4755


